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Introduction:  

 Covid - 19 has created Lock down, in India 

2020. Suddenly lock down was declare

the state in the countries.

factories, Industries and Institutions creating gathering situation which will lead 

to pandemic. 

 Labourer which have thought of Migration from one state to another 

because of Lock down they remain w

down has created havoc

migrant workers to travel from the place to anot

state to another. 

 Prime Minister of India suddenly declares that their will be Lock down no 

person will be allowed to mo

spread of Corona. 

Politics in Labour Migr

 Permission to m

Government Migrant were stuck at one place only

have been given to the La

 After few week labourer were having problem of finance as well as food. 

They were jobless from various industries. Indian Laboures were in the crises 

due to Corona disease. They were having 

short time of period. But i
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19 has created Lock down, in India which was called in March 

Suddenly lock down was declared by the Prime Minister of India for all 

the state in the countries. No body will be allowed to work in the offices, 

factories, Industries and Institutions creating gathering situation which will lead 

hich have thought of Migration from one state to another 

ck down they remain where they have been staying.

havoc in the country. Time limit should have given to the 

migrant workers to travel from the place to another within state 

Prime Minister of India suddenly declares that their will be Lock down no 

person will be allowed to move from one place to another to avoid community 

ration:  

Permission to move from one place to another was de

Government Migrant were stuck at one place only at least is 15 days should 

Labourers to travel from one place to another.

After few week labourer were having problem of finance as well as food. 

ess from various industries. Indian Laboures were in the crises 

due to Corona disease. They were having mindset that Lock down will be for 

short time of period. But it went increasing week by week and after month's too.
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Politics  

hich was called in March 

by the Prime Minister of India for all 

No body will be allowed to work in the offices, 

factories, Industries and Institutions creating gathering situation which will lead 

hich have thought of Migration from one state to another 

ere they have been staying. Sudden lock 

in the country. Time limit should have given to the 

her within state or from one 

Prime Minister of India suddenly declares that their will be Lock down no 

e from one place to another to avoid community 

other was denied by the 

at least is 15 days should 

s to travel from one place to another. 

After few week labourer were having problem of finance as well as food. 

ess from various industries. Indian Laboures were in the crises 

that Lock down will be for 

went increasing week by week and after month's too. 
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 Labourer were facing the problem that they had to reach to their families 

because their parents were in troubled with financial crisis.

 In Delhi people rush towards the bus station to move their houses.

 Some how Uttar Pradesh state manage to except the labour to ente

state. But the major lot of the migrant were struck in the state because no 

facilities were provided to travel from on

 The suddenly lock down decision created

Started to move their state by wa

choose the path of railway track.

 Many migrant have lost their lives because they have to travel thousand 

of kilometers with their parent & children.

 Some parent have to take their children on shoulder as wa

distance a people due to Corona disease lost their lives are few but people who 

have lost their lives due to migration forever are in thousands.

 Politics on migrant labour took place when some state were not ready to 

allow labourer to enter in the state for example many labourer were in 

Maharashtra which were from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh these state 

were not ready to take the public which were among from other state.

 Thousand of labourer  were dead due to travelling wi

to some other reason. 

 There was no Coordination between state & centre. Time limit 

programme should have been decided for migrant which were facing starvation, 

financial crisis, who wanted to 

 Management properly if

lives. 
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facing the problem that they had to reach to their families 

because their parents were in troubled with financial crisis. 

In Delhi people rush towards the bus station to move their houses.

Uttar Pradesh state manage to except the labour to ente

major lot of the migrant were struck in the state because no 

ded to travel from one state to another state.

The suddenly lock down decision created crisis in the country. Public 

e their state by walking, some were travelling on cycle, few have 

choose the path of railway track. 

Many migrant have lost their lives because they have to travel thousand 

of kilometers with their parent & children. 

Some parent have to take their children on shoulder as wa

people due to Corona disease lost their lives are few but people who 

have lost their lives due to migration forever are in thousands. 

Politics on migrant labour took place when some state were not ready to 

to enter in the state for example many labourer were in 

Maharashtra which were from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh these state 

were not ready to take the public which were among from other state.

Thousand of labourer  were dead due to travelling with by walking or due 

There was no Coordination between state & centre. Time limit 

programme should have been decided for migrant which were facing starvation, 

financial crisis, who wanted to reach their state. 

Management properly if have been done people could have su
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facing the problem that they had to reach to their families 

In Delhi people rush towards the bus station to move their houses. 

Uttar Pradesh state manage to except the labour to enter their 

major lot of the migrant were struck in the state because no 

state to another state. 

in the country. Public 

lking, some were travelling on cycle, few have 

Many migrant have lost their lives because they have to travel thousand 

Some parent have to take their children on shoulder as walk for miles a  

people due to Corona disease lost their lives are few but people who 

 

Politics on migrant labour took place when some state were not ready to 

to enter in the state for example many labourer were in 

Maharashtra which were from Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh these state 

were not ready to take the public which were among from other state. 

th by walking or due 

There was no Coordination between state & centre. Time limit 

programme should have been decided for migrant which were facing starvation, 

have been done people could have survive their  
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 Government was having casua

to Covid - 19 it is very difficult to

 Recently labourer travel from Jalna to Aurangabad had to give their lives 

when they sleep on the railway track.

 When they were alive no travel

they were dead MP Govt.

 This was the situation of Corona Pandemic.
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Government was having casual approach towards migrant. The loss due 

19 it is very difficult to be fulfill. 

Recently labourer travel from Jalna to Aurangabad had to give their lives 

hey sleep on the railway track. 

When they were alive no traveler come to take their destination when 

Govt. provided special train for their dead bodies.

This was the situation of Corona Pandemic. 
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al train for their dead bodies. 
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